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By night they haunted a thicket of April mist,
Out of that black ground suddenly come to birth,
Else angels lost in each other and fallen on earth.
Lovers they knew they were, but why unclasped, unkissed?
Why should two lovers go frozen apart in fear r
And yet they were, they were.
Over the shredding of an April blossom
Scarcely her fingers touched him, quick with care,
Yet of evasions even she made a snare.
The heart was bold that clanged within her bosom,
The moment perfect, the time stopped for them,
Still her face turned from him.
Strong were the batteries of the April night
And the stealthy emanations of the field;
Should the walls of her prison undefended yield
And open her treasure to the first clamorous knight r
"This is the mad moon, and shall I surrender all ?
If he but ask it I shall."
And gesturing largely to the moon of Easter,
Mincing his steps and swishing the jubilant grass.
Beheading some field-flowers that had come to pass,
He had reduced his tributaries faster
Had not considerations pinched his heart
Unfitly for his art.
"Am I reeling with the sap of April like a drunkard?
Blessed is he that taketh this richest of cities;
But it is so stainless the sack were a thousand pities.
This is that marble fortress not to be conquered,
Lest its white peace in the black flame turn to tinder
And an unutterable cinder."
They passed me once in April, in the mist.
No other season is it when one walks and discovers
Two tall and wandering, like spectral lovers,
White in the season's moon-gold and amethyst,
Who touch their quick fingers fluttering like a bird
Whose songs shall never be heard.
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By dark severance the apparition head
Smiles from the air a capital on no
Column or a Platonic perhaps head
On a canvas sky depending from nothing;
Stirs up an old illusion of grandeur
By tickling the instinct of heads to be
Absolute and to try decapitation
And to play truant from the body bush;
But too happy and beautiful for those sorts
Of head (homekeeping heads are happiest)
Discovers maybe thirty unwidowed years
Of not dishonoring the faithful stem;
Is nameless and has authored for the evil
Historian headhunters neither book
Nor state and is therefore distinct from tart
Heads with crowns and guilty gallery heads;
So that the extravagant device of art
Unhousing by abstraction this once head
Was capital irony by a loving hand
That knew the no treason of a head like this;
Makes repentence in an unlovely head
For having vinegarly traduced the flesh
Till, the hurt flesh recusing, the hard egg
Is shrunken to its own deathlike surface;
And an image thus. The body bears the head
(So hardly one they terribly are two)
Feeds and obeys and unto please what end ?
Not to the glory of tyrant head but to
The increase of body. Beauty is of body
The flesh contouring shallowly on a head
Is a rock-garden needing body's love
And best bodiness to colorify
The big blue birds sitting and sea-shell flats
And caves, and on the iron acropolis
To spread the hyacinthine hair and rear
The olive garden for the nightingales.
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John Crowe Ransom began on April 30, 1888, in Pulaski, Tennessee. With a
feeling for the classical learning he was educated at Vanderbilt and then at Oxford
as a Rhodes scholar. For a while he was teaching Latin in secondary school. From
1914 to 1937 he was professor of poetry at Vanderbilt where he was also engaged
in a Southern literary movement with the Fugitives. From Vanderbilt he came
to Kenyon as the Carnegie Professor of Poetry and founded and began editing the
Kenyon Review together with his associate, Philip Blair Rice. His first published
volume of poetry, Poems About God, appeared in 1918, followed by Chills and
Fever, and Two Gentlemen in Bonds. He gathered forty-two of these into a
Selected Poems in 1945. His critical ideas are presented in God Without I hunder,
The World's Body, The New Criticism, and most recently several essays included
in the Vintage Ransom. Because the universities should be concerned with what
is going on in letters, he is pleased to have helped to organize the School of
Letters which was conducted at Kenyon for several summers and now is at Indiana.
As a professor of poetry he has never taught but rather displayed admiration
and concern and interest for the poetry he reads and talks about; as a teacher of
wr iting poetry, he is kind. He is a sentimental poet—sentimental in a way where
the sentiment seems always conscious of itself and with what it is engaged. As a
critic he was one who thought criticism should cite the nature of the poem rather
than dwell on its physiological or spiritual or cathartic effects on the reader; as a
critic he traces his ground in aesthetics along a Kantian line the poet is expressing
the moral sentiments in the Natural manifold; and that the particular appreciation
of the art object exists independent of morality or "any other useful set of ideas
and that unlike science, rather than being concerned with bringing the object under
control, art is interested in it for its own sake—knowledge without desire.
In this issue we have felt that the way of showing our appreciation for his long
influence as a poet, critic, teacher and gentleman of aristocratic and Southern
manners, would not be through a symposium of elaborate consideration and praise
this was done very well in the Sewanee Review of Summer, 1948 but through a
collection in which each author is offering something of his own work to express
his admiration and respect for John Ransom.
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RICHARD P. BLACKMUR

Croce's Theoretic Form: A Footnote

When Croce reached eighty he received an ommagio in two handsome octavo
volumes covering all branches of Italian intellectual life for the last 50 \ears.
thousand pages of these two volumes as I read them soon brought to a standsti
any idea I may have had of justifying the title prefixed to this paper. The idea was,
so to speak, arrested. Reading and re-reading around in Croce himself finished the
job: the idea was dead, so far as I am concerned. What killed the idea in me is
the polemic ferocity with which Croce destroys, in the bibliographical notes to the
Aesthetic, the ideas held by critics and the theories they thought they held. I have
read in print, and often believe it, that I am not a theorist, only a critic. 1here is
part of my silence. Hut there is more. In his lecture called the "Defence of Poetry"
(1933) Croce observes that "there is no causal connexion between theories of poetry
and poetic creation." Again, I think he is right, and thinking so engulfs me in the
rest of my silence, for all my life I have been haunted by the hope of a visit from
the Muse. For these reasons and out of this silence 1 mean here to make critical and
perhaps poetic use of a single formulation of what I take to be one of Croce s leading
ideas: what I am making is a footnote of possibility, a vista of approach, which I
find useful in my own work and which I hope may seem attractive to others even
if only as something to reject. Thus I cry Pace! Pace! to Benedetto Croce.
But even a footnote, when it is attached to a mass of work as huge, versatile,
and fertile as Croce's, needs a little setting. One needs to fine oneself on familiar
ground: no matter how shaky it must be familiar. Croce, as a philosopher of art,
belongs in the Art for Art's sake family, but finds the family irritating and would
like to deny the relationship. Of the whole flighty connection, he is the one who
turns the general doctrine back to its impulse in common sense. That seems to me
his achievement as an aesthetician—just as it seems that Bergson made the justifying
philosophy for the later symbolists and surrealists. Where Bergson made a common
sense for the turbid and turbulent aspects of behaviour as poets use them, Croce
made a common sense for purity and transcendence. Of course we should always
beware of a trap when someone comes offering only common sense—for it is the
devil who traps us by making our own desires seem the children of common sense.
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Art for Art told us to make life for art's sake; told us, that under modern
conditions of culture and society, only if we took art as self-justifying could we
justify either ourselves or our lives, or at any rate that only from some such state
ot mind could we find the strength of incentive and the ritual of devotion. As we
read the old language we no longer like it—it was a new sort of smacking cant
when parroted out naked; but we understand the state of mind and often share it:
it was evidently a sound way of getting work done and enjoying the work when
it got done. Indeed we might take a remark of Whitehead's, made in the twenties,
as a sound and improved expression of the whole state of mind. Said Whitehead,
"the habit of art is the hahit of enjoying vivid values."
I suggest that Croce's common sense consists in the conceptual and rational
justification of the extreme independent form of both the habit of vivid values and
of the state of mind of Art for Art's sake. Croce not only makes a special philosophy
to go with these, he also makes it part of a general philosophy in which it has high
place. For him aesthetics is the generative part without which the rest of philosophy
could not be born: it is the inferior without which the superior could not exist at all.
1 his is the sort of achievement of which critic and poet are impatient; one does not
need conceptual justification for being what one is. But it is also a fascinating
achievement—for it says, Look what can he done with us, and for us, and so to
speak in spite of us, by the willing and able hands of the trained mind. We both
relxl at and delight in the role of primary citizen which the aesthetic philosopher
has invented for us.
I his role is given many versions throughout Croce's work with various em
phases. But perhaps the most succinct and emphatic is in the Article "Aesthetics"
in the 14th Edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica. Croce was not a man for final
positions—he preferred rather to make final beginnings, and we may think this
article one of those. Let us see.
Croce begins by defining poetry as both a complex of images and a feeling
that animates them. These are his inclusive and exclusive limits for poetry; they
will create or require or draw to them quite a vocabulary—enough to pull the
world down—but let us look at his terms de novo. Images, feelings, and animates
are all theoretic representative signs, but they are all signs of concrete things, and
taken together there is a sign of concrete relation between them: a concreteness
that must be given full credit if we are to use words at all: if we believe them,
something happens, is alive.
Consider. An image is a thing seen, a presentation of sense or memory, not an
abstraction, yet also the form of an idea seen in the mind, and finally the imitation
of the sense (sensation) of a thing. And so, a feeling is how you get at images, an
appropriate state of consciousness, coming back in the end to tactile sensation.
Feeling is a touchingness that runs through images. There is the feel of a bit, the
feel of joy. There is in feeling the animation of images by quality. But this is not
enough. Let us therefore recite Croce's definition emphasizing the other words.
Poetry is both a complex of images and a feeling that animates them. (Complex is
not simple but multiple and various in relations perhaps not logical. What animates
is what gives life, coherence, togetherness, organization and perhaps unity. All
this is here.
Well, Croce proceeds to cite a reference (but does not quote) to some lines
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learned at school. Since our schools and hearts are different I will quote, not the
third book of the Aeneid but a stanza from Keats' "Nightingale." "t ou will re
member the rest.
Darkling 1 listen; and, for many a time
I have been half in love with easeful Death,
Call'd him soft names in many a mused rhyme,
To take into the air my quiet breath;
Now more than ever seems it rich to die,
To cease upon the midnight with no pain,
While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstasy!
Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain—
To thy high requiem become a sod.
These are not Vergil, yet what Croce says of his remembered lines bears well on
Keats. A feeling runs through them: bitter memories, shuddering horror, melan
choly, homesickness, tenderness, a kind of childish pietas. In effect, he goes on,
"the feeling is altogether converted into images, and is thus a feeling that is con
templated and transcendedHence, in the poetry itself, we have neither ieeling,
nor image, nor the sum of the two; we have Croce's way of saying what Coleridge
meant by saying poetry was synergical, esemplastic, and coadunatory: we have,
in Croce's language, the contemplation of feeling or lyrical intuition or pure in
tuition (i.e. free of historical or critical reference). The difference from Coleridge is
one of degree of remove, Croce being, like Wordsworth, further away.
Now, if we add to the definition the example, we have the lyrical intuition
of images animated by feeling. You will observe that the reader is doing the same
work as the poet. He re-evokes what the poet did and uses it for himself. It is at
this point that Croce ought to have produced the leading idea I want to emphasize,
but Croce had not himself yet found it, at least on this path. Besides he had his
own pressing interests.
He wanted poetry to stop short with the lyrical intuition of images animated
by feeling, and had therefore to list the things poetry does not do to avoid degrada
tion or impurity. Here of course is a great argument. Either poetry is greatly
impure, or it purifies a great deal, or one ought not to use the word purity about
poetry at all. But supposing we accept Croce's definition and its example we can,
by lyrical intuition and common sense, accept most of his negations with positive
access of knowledge. Poetry is not Philosophy, for poetry makes only symbolic use
of the concept. Poetry is not History, for history distinguishes reality from fiction,
while poetry cannot lie, lying being outside its line. Here the whole question of
sincerity is abolished: verisimilitude, says Croce, is only a clumsy metaphor for the
coherence of images. Poetry is not Natural Science, which is natural tact classified
and made abstract for purposes of manipulation. Poetry is not play of fancy which
either gets ahead of or never reaches intuition. In art fancy is dominated by the
problem of converting chaotic feeling into clear intuition, what Oderidge means
hy the poetic, creative, secondary imagination. Thus Poetry is not feeling in im
mediacy. Lyrical intuition intervenes. The poet does not lose his wits or weep.
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he writes harmonious verse on the woe that made his hero weep. Art, says Croce
in what is to me a brilliant piece of speculation, a pure intuition, or a very noble
lie indeed, Art, says Croce, gives to feeling theoretic form. This is the idea I wish
to emphasize. The difference between feeling in life and feeling in art is that in
art feeling has theoretic form. It is interesting to note that in Croce's Italian feeling
is sentimento, and that his teoresi may be translated either as contemplative knowl
edge or theoretic form. It is an advantage to keep both sets of associations in mind,
if only because in fact they reach into each other, but also because what is heing
said is in some sense apart from either by virtue of representing an act of thought.
We reach from the words into the thought and also into examples of our own
experience which it enlightens. There is a looseness in words and in feelings to
which thought, touching both, gives precision: theoretic form. Even and especially,
but not alone, does poetic thought do this. When we have said this, surely we must
think of Coleridge and the great spark he struck when he said that poetry shows
a more than usual state of emotion with more than usual order. The two phrases
enlighten and animate each other, and if the two are taken as partaking of the
same substance, as my intuition says they can be, a sudden and inevitable develop
ment occurs, which for the moment I will only suggest by reminding you of one
of Arnold's famous enterprises: that of making poetry a substitute for religion. Was
it not because Arnold thought the emotion and order had fallen out of English
religion that he proposed the substitution? Could we not, for our own part, thinking
of Coleridge and Croce, say that Arnold would have been nearer apt had he
suggested that poetry might give theoretic form to the intuition of the feeling
(sentimento) of religion? If so, that would bring Arnold back to his senses and
prevent the confusion while establishing the relation of the two enterprises, religion
and poetry. To quote Carducci, whom Croce called the last great Italian poet:
Salute, O Satana,
O ribellione,
O forza vindice
De la ragione!
But we are not here concerned with Satan and reason; only with poetry and
aesthetics. Poetry gives to feeling theoretic form: in words, song, outward shape:
one theoretic form. Perhaps we may remind ou-selves how Coleridge quoted
Pythagoras on beauty as the reduction of many to one: that is, to theoretic form.
T o Croce, this is the way in which poetry achieves catharsis, or the purification of
pity and terror (or as he puts it in another essay, catarsi e superaniento, where the
idea of mastery rather than purification is engaged—but both are right). Thus he
joins his thought with Aristotle: and we see again that poetry is infinite, universal,
or cosmic, as theoretic forms are bound to be when the theory is good. If you can
contemplate feelings, and find them a form, they necessarily go beyond themselves.
The present point has been reached when, after saying that Poetry is not
Philosophy, nor History, nor Natural Science, nor Play of Fancy, he says Poetry
is not feeling in immediacy but gives theoretic form to feelings. It is perhaps here
that the word theory will bear a little examination. The Greek theoria was a be
holding or a spectacle or a way of looking, and so it remains in substance through
out its history. Here are six meanings taken out of the dictionary, which so often
teaches us what we are about to think. 1. Contemplation, speculation. 2. Result of
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contemplation: hence analysis of a set of facts in ideal relation. 3. General or abstract
principles of pure (not applied) science or art. 4. General principle, formula, or
ideal construction. 5. A plan or scheme theoretically constructed. 6. Hypothesis
offered as a basis of thought: loosely, a guess. Each of these definitions would
clarify Croce's words that art or poetry gives theoretic form to feelings. Further,
each of these definitions, and all of them, could be made to apply to Joyce s L lysse*
and if we did so apply them, line by line or in intuition of the whole depending
on our abilities and our leanings, we would come out with an experience of Joyce s
novel as a theoretic form not just of feelings but of life itself. For the conscience
of his race which Joyce was trying to forge is no less than a theoretic form for the
sense (feeling, sentimento) of all the life he could encompass.
In saying this I do not think I am adding anything to Croce s thought but
rather 1 have the sense of finding something there which he did not make explicit
in language to which my sensibility (the sum of sentiment) conforms until after
many ways of looking have been tried. What Croce himself does in the Britannica
essay is to proceed on his own rational order. After arguing that poetry is not
feeling in immediacy but gives theoretic form to feelings, he proceeds with two
more negations. Here is the first, that Poetry is not Instruction or Oratory it is
neither dulce nor utile. You cannot determine ahead of time what a poem will
do, for a poem is essentially undetermined; not circumscribed, not limited, in the
uses of contemplation (theoretic form) to which it can be put. Hence political poetry
is likely to be bad just so far as it moves towards a particular object: for then the
feelings would he looking at the theory. His last negation says that Poetry is not
to be confused with direct pleasure or goodness. Suppose Lear or Antony and
Cleopatra had aimed that way, they would have been metamorphosed out of all
contact with feelings. The theoretic form of feelings cannot partake directly of
goodness, hut only under the form possible to feelings. Here one thinks of Henry
James, that the morality of a work of art depends on the amount of felt life that
gets into it. The argument is, as always in Croce, for aesthetic freedom.
But aesthetic freedom is not privation nor in isolation. To Croce, because poetry
is none of these things there is a necessary presupposition of relation to them. Poetry
is indeed conditioned by them all, from Philosophy to Goodness, and presump
tively—for here Croce is imprecise—presumptively in the relation of lyric intuition.
To me on this matter Whitehead, Santayana, and Bergson all show clearer articu
lation than Croce. Nevertheless Croce knows how to state a thought of his own,
which a moment's reflection will make conform both to his sensibility and our own.
This time he states his thought in a figure—as if poetry in its freedom insisted on
heing heard in her own voice. Poetry, says Croce, is light on the hidden form of
things. Here at last, in the idiom and figure which he uses, is Croce's clarification
of what he means hy form. Reflection tells me that most probably that medieval
conception of form is at large here—at large and hunting a new home—which
holds that form in the vital and limiting aspect of a thing, without which it has
no identity—it is not itself—and with which it is, so to speak, in the blessed state
of being its own meaning. I say blessed because it is not the state of immediate
experience. Perhaps it is the state of poetry, ideally considered. If poetry casts light
on the hidden form of things by lyrical intuition of feelings, then the poet not only
must have knowledge of life but cannot take seriously to making anything less
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than theoretic forms of life itself—from whatever perspective or however playfully.
Here lies the primacy of poetic knowledge, and here lies the conditioning relation
to all the other forks and uses of knowledge. Poetry by creating theoretic forms in
its own medium of thought casts light on the hidden forms of things.
If I have examined only one passage in a single essay, it is not that the rest
of that essay, and of Croce's whole position, is not part of my inheritance to spend
as my own thought suggests. I stop short only in discontent of time. —Lastly, here
is an intuition, a theoretic form for feeling in Croce's paraphrase of Goethe. "The
path does indeed open out as the result of effort, but, like the waves to a ship,
rcloses immediately afterwards."

JAMES WRIGHT

"Piittt

<w> a
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To spell the name of shadow, vines arrange
The circle of a shining girl across
The shale. Delicate droplets and the moss
Pattern a depth of summer and thin wings
Among the rocks beneath her window. Songs
Of vendors wind about her head like bees,
And she regards the sky, the empty place
Where the wallpaper holds the light in rings.
Out of this day's lucidity she rose
To mold the light and dark; early enough
Climbing a sill or drifting down a stair,
She will turn over, slip her clothing off,
Like a tired dancer shaking out her hair,
And swim across the window into space.
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You love to sing of any name you know,
And I would follow to the witch of words
To spell your buried language in the air,
And understand. Yet every sign I read
Leads to the empty house, the dark garage.
Where do you go? The father s bafHement
Can scare out of your lips nothing but names
Of trees and gardens, lily, amaryllis
Floating into a tangle near the pond.
When I demand your way into the dark,
You flee my hand, my ceremonial hand.
Soon, as the sun laces the maple shade,
I stand in open doors, I call your name,
Knowing you hear no more of me than I
Hear of the gnome, the dragon, and the goat
Who whisper out of bushes, gesture, fold
Your arm around a rainspout under cloud,
Contriving a remembrancer of laughter.
The mystic lovers and the magic dead
People the garden; light, invisible
Determiners of seasons and men's pain
Snicker to you the tongue of troubled runes.
You love to speak of any song you know;
You led the kittens down the garden way
And saw them disappear, and saw them rise
Feathered to heaven, translated to the moon.
And one day rode your tricycle around
The dark garage, and hid for half an hour.
But when I followed, softly as I might,
To catch whatever daemon might be near,
Insect or bird, you looked above my head,
Smiled, nodded to a face of sunlight there.
Children around the corner chattered off,
I wiped your fingers with my handkerchief
And kissed your hair, tousled in summer dust.
Tracks of a cloven shadow led to trees.

Now, when I follow, tracks dissolve in space,
And only men running half-mad can hear
A music playing; but soberly I arrive
To find you sitting innocent in grime.
I love to say your name, the name I know;
But cannot know what shadow stood with you,
What Nicken mocking my tall shadow down.
Go, wander then, hallow the earth awhile,
Loiter with birds or follow in the hedge
Wherever goat-feet lead from the dark house.
But come to me, boy, come to me once more
In twilight when the gardener rolls the hose
In circles up the lawn, and sprinklers fall
To nothing more than driplets under grass;
The porchlight coming on again, the voice
Serve to assure you of my searching hand:
Come to the kitchen now, and climb the stair.
I love the body, though the soul be gone
Picking about some brambles for an apple
Or dancing down a meadow with a gnome.

ROBERT CLARK
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He left the lovely lady,
With book and resolution
Retired, for men are hardy—
Not swayed by gross temptation
From leading the corpse, servile,
To a mental monastery,
Call it what you will:
He called it, vainly, duty.
The will in charge of mind
Provokes a corporate war.
With unequivocal sound
Cries, "Christ is gone before!"
But amid victorious cheers
The mind is horrified
To find its cohort was
Its ancient archfoe Pride.
Now loneliness and pain
Avenge the disdained body,
Assailants to the end.
The recompense of duty.

ERIC BENTLEY

The Example of the Comedie Francaise

(An address read in the presence of the actors of the Comedie branqaise at Columbia
University, November 1955).

In our New York weekly magazine The Nation, the issue dated July 31, 1879,
appears a despatch from London above the initials XX:
The Comedie Franqaise gives to-night the last representation of its extraordinarily
successful series, and I am reminded that I am on the point of losing my opportunity
for carrying out an intention long deferred, and making a few remarks upon this
very interesting episode of the visit to London of the children of Moilcre. The first
remark to be made is that this visit has been a brilliant, a complete, an unclouded
success. It is saying little for it to say that it is incomparably the most noteworthy
event that has occurred for many a long year in the theatrical annals of London. . . .
But what I may say is that the episode will have been a memorable one in the annals
of the house of Moliere itself. Its members individually, have refreshed their laurels
and renewed their fame, and the beauty and power of the best French acting have
affirmed themselves under the circumstances which give added value to the triumph.
The appeal has been made to a foreign audience, an audience whose artistic per
ceptions are the reverse of lively, whose ear does not respond quickly to the magic
French utterance, and whose mind docs not easily find its way among the intricacies
of French sentiment; and yet the triumph has been perfect, and the Comedie
Franqaise and the London public have been thoroughly pleased with each other.
Mr. XX—better known as Henry James—goes on to say that there had been op
position in France to the idea of sending the Comedie abroad. "In this view,"
James says, "the Comedie Francaise has no right to detach itself from French soil;
it is beneath its dignity to wander ofT to foreign lands like a troupe of common
strollers, to fill its cash-box and make barbarians stare." And he adds that they
never would have gone travelling except that the House of Richelieu was closed
for repairs. I don't know if there was opposition to the idea of an American visit
in 1955. If there was, I can hardly imagine that it was on the same grounds. The
huge enterprise of bringing five productions across the Atlantic seems calculated
rather to empty the cash-box than fill it. Neither the Salle Richelieu nor the Salle
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Luxembourg is closed for repairs. And, indeed, looking more closely at the situation,
one may ask in some bewilderment: why did they come? I have no inside informa
tion on the point. I assume that the wishes of Mr. Hurok had something to do
with it. But why did he have such wishes? In the seventy-six years between the
company's first visit to England and its first visit to the United States, the world
has changed so much that even the theatre has had to change a little. Among the
changes, transportation across the Atlantic is not more important than the fact that
transportation by boat has been brought within the reach of a much larger section
of the population. New conditions bring a new psychology. People think no more
of crossing the Atlantic today than Henry James' generation thought of crossing
the Channel. It is done. It is one of the things that are done. And perhaps the
ultimate reason why the Comedie Fran^aise has crossed the Atlantic is simply this:
today one does cross the Atlantic. I don't mean there are political reasons for it,
though there are. I don't mean that public relations men are for it, though they
should be. The motive is at once less rational and more immediate. It is a matter
of living the life of one's own time. Today everyone is going everywhere. Martha
Graham has gone to Japan with Marcel Marceau on her heels. The iron curtain
itself lifts when the theatre's velvet curtain calls. Bertolt Brecht's East German
company goes to Paris, and the American Porgy and Bess goes to Moscow.
In short, though in politics the national antagonisms are today as sharp as ever,
in culture we are getting a first taste of a new cosmopolitanism. A cultural pattern
which we have not been wise enough to adopt because it is reasonable is being
imposed upon us by the very conditions of modern life. And life is hard for those
nationalists who try to extend their politics into the cultural field. When Hitler
shut his country off from the world for twelve years, there was no new German
literature except abroad. The nationalism of Stalin has also been sterile, and the
Russians are now beginning to talk again of cultural exchange. 1 don't know how
much the "Geneva spirit" means in international politics, but it has at least enabled
us to find out that the Russians have begun to feel out of things. They too would
like passports, and by next year, who knows? the caves of St. Germain des Pres
may be full of bebopping bolsheviks.
It is possible, of course, to talk nonsense about our travels. Some people even
imagine that we can abolish war by buying young people steamship tickets. Now
wars cannot be avoided by removal of prejudices between people because wars are
not caused by prejudices between people. As Giraudoux points out in a play that
is now running in New York, no one hates war or loves his enemy more than the
statesmen who take tea together at Berchtesgaden or Geneva just before wars start.
In any case, it is not goodwill that sends us abroad but curiosity. And our interest
is not in a foreign country in general—much less in its political relation to our
own—than in our own profession or our own hobby and the way it is practiced
somewhere else. And so, with due respect to ambassadors, consuls, etc., who make
these things possible, the interest which we of the American theatre feel in the
Comedie Fran^aise is a theatrical interest, and at that no disinterested one. They
interest us for what we can learn from them. If our eyes are admiring they are also
envious and acquisitive.
The general impression that the Comedie Fran^aise makes on a sympathetic
foreigner was also described by Henry James:

ERIC BENTLEY
The traditions of the Comedie Fran^aise—that is the sovereign word, and that is
the charm of the place—the charm that one never ceases to feel, however often one
may sit beneath the classic, dusky dome. One feels this charm with peculiar intensity
as a foreigner newly arrived. The Theatre Fran^ais has had the good fortune to he
able to allow its traditions to accumulate. They have been preserved, transmitted,
respected, cherished, until at last they form the very atmosphere, the vital air, of
the establishment. A stranger feels their superior influence the first time he sees the
great curtain go up; he feels that he is in a theatre that is not as other theatres are.
It is not only better, it is different. It has a peculiar perfection—something conse
crated, historical, academic. This impression is delicious, and he watches the perform
ance in a sort of tranquil ecstasy.
Never has he seen anything so smooth and harmonious, so artistic and completed.
He has heard all his life of attention to detail, and now, for the first time, he sees
something that deserves that name. He sees dramatic effort refined to a point with
which the English stage is unacquainted. He sees that there are no limits to possible
"finish," and that so trivial an act as taking a letter from a servant or placing one's
hat on a chair may be made a suggestive and interesting incident. He sees these
things and a great many more besides; but at first he does not analyze them, he
gives himself up to sympathetic contemplation. He is in an ideal and exemplary
world—a world that has managed to attain all the felicities that the world we live
in misses. The people do the things that we should like to do; they are gifted as we
should like to he; they have mastered the accomplishments that we have had to
give up.
Much of what James says would still hold today, but perhaps not the remark about
attention to detail. For, in comparison with our naturalistic American acting, the
Comedie Fran^aise players seem happy to leave a great many details out. Our
acting is busy; theirs is formal, sometimes to the point of the statuesque. Our actors
chiefly sit, and when they sit, they lounge. These actors chiefly stand, though, when
they sit, they sit well. When our actors do stand, they look for a raised surface to
place one foot on; then they lean sagely forward and place an elbow on the raised
knee. The French actors stand erect. There is a similar story to tell about arms.
To our actors, an arm is an instrument to lean on things with, and the things are
not always inanimate: some of our actors find it hard to keep their hands off their
colleagues or even off themselves, for one arm can keep the other busy, and of
course our mtxlern costume is provided with an escape from the whole problem—
the trouser pocket, the naturalistic actor's first and last refuge. The French actors
never seem to lean on anything, and as for clinging to each other's bodies, they
hardly even touch hands. They have taught their arms to cope with the circum
ambient air. One of our leading actors, faced with a classic script, once asked me:
"Hut what is there for an actor to do?" He had noted the absence of cigarettes,
drinks, food, spittoons . . . for of such is the kingdom of naturalism. The implicit
answer in the work of the Comedie Fran^aise is: when there is nothing to do,
do nothing. For example, there is a "meal" in Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme in which
the actors neither eat nor pretend to. They just sit, for the focus of the action is
elsewhere. Again, the American actor will say: "I can't stand there propping up
the wall, give me something to do," while these fine French actors, when the focus
is not on them, will contentedly stand to one side doing nothing, and their doing
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so would never raise a question in any spectator's mind; it is part of the gamc.
W hen an actor exercises a much higher degree of selectivity, he inevitably
throws a heavier stress on the things he does do. And to justify its omission of
certain kinds of detail, the Comedie Fran^aisc exhibits proficiency in certain forms
of action as far removed from common behavior as playing the piano is from
ringing a doorbell. Reading the first scene of Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme we think
we exhaust in a moment the content of the stage direction: "takes his hand and
makes him dance. Actually, the phrase is only related to performance as a signpost
is to landscape. What we get is Lulli's music, and two carefully related dances: the
dancing master's correct and attractive one, and M. Jourdain's bad, but carefully
bad. imitation of it. In passages like this—and the play is made up of them—the
I tench actors do things which our actors could not even learn during a long
rehearsal period. For they attain a style which is the produce of a whole career in
this sort of work—and behind the individual career, the career of the institution.
It is the story of the Oxford lawns—"just mow them for two hundred years, sir"—
all over again.
It we agree that the art of the Comedie is inimitable we can also agree not
to try and imitate it. When we admire what the other fellow can do, we must hope
th.it our admiration provides us with the energy, not to do likewise, but to do
differently. We can steal trinkets and ornaments, we can even steal the furniture,
but we inescapably need a house of our own to accomodate the loot. In fact, only
a strong culture can afford foreign influences, just as only a strong body can digest
strange foods.
So I am not asking that we attempt the same style as the Comedie Fran^aise
but only that, in paying tribute to the achievement of that great theatre, we be
inspired by its example. Its example in point of organization is overpowering; and
I almost decided to devote my few minutes to the topic of a national theatre. We
hear a lot of twaddle in America about state-aided theatre which the sheer facts
of the Comedie Fran9aise utterly refute—as, for example, that a state theatre is
inevitably the catspaw of politicians. But in the end I didn't think I should inflict
such a lecture either on our French visitors or upon the rest of this distinguished
gathering.
^ et Matthew Arnold's slogan "The theatre is irresistible: organize the theatre"
is still pertinent, and I will permit myself one observation on the problem of organ
ization. When the Comedie Fran^aise went to England in 1879, they took with
them the leading dramatic critic of the time, Francisque Sarcey. Asked why England
couldn t have a Comedie Fran^aise, Sarcey replied (in substance): "Because when
you transplant a tree you have to carry with it the soil the roots are sunk in, and
the roots of the Comedie Fran^aise are in French history which cannot be lifted."
For one thing, we might add, the Comedie Fran^aise has its origin in monarchical
government, as does the subsidized theatre of Europe generally. The American
experience has been different, and this means that, if ever we organize our theatre,
we shall organize it differently. I cannot agree however, with those who are content
to leave the American theatre to competitive enterprise and who say that nothing
ever was or ever will be done to organize it. During the past thirty years, especially,
there have been numerous attempts at broader organization from the early Theatre
Guild to the Federal Theatre. If most of them individually have declined and fallen,
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the degree of interest and support is larger ever y time, and in 1955 we may say that
Organized Theatre is an accepted idea, even if it is not yet an established fact.
This university (Columbia) has announced its intention of playing a part in the
organizing of the American theatre by way of building new theatres, enlarging its
staff, extending its dramatic and theatrical studies, and perhaps even by setting up a
professional repertory company. If the actors of the Comedie Fran<;aise will come
back in ten years' time, we may be able to show them something and not merely
tell them something. In the meantime their example is before us, and I call it a
triumph of organization not because of the size of the subsidy they receive, or
because they have handsome buildings in Paris, or because they have kept going
for a long time, or because the bureaucratic machinery is well oiled, nor even
because they keep the national repertoire before the nation, though all these things
arc- important. The triumph consists in the fact that the end-product is great theatre.
And so I return from my brief excursion into sociology back home on artistic terri
tory. I have spent some of the happiest evenings of my life in the Salle Richelieu
and the Salle Luxembourg in Paris. They were not social evenings. I was usually
quite alone, and had just about enough money to pay for my favorite strapontin,
(I don't think I want to tell as many people as are here tonight just where it is.
It's the best seat in the house, at any rate at the price.) If theatre is good enough,
you can even bear to be alone. I was carried for those two hours into the world
of Racine, Corneille, Marivaux, Labiche, Claudel, and above all Moliere. So, you
see, I have my own reasons for wishing students to go to Paris, even if they won't
manage to abolish war.
It has been a thrilling experience to see some of the same actors in New ^ ork.
It would be invidious in the presence of our guests to pick and choose much as
between performances. If 1 do mention two names, let them be taken as repre
sentative and not exclusive; the work of these two happens to have been a revelation
to me. I refer to the comic acting of M. Jacques Charon and what we might call
the comic directing of M. Jean Meyer. We hear a great deal in our time of the
commcdia dell'arte, and we imagine that that theatre was'possessed of an unequalled
dexterity, lightness, grace, and speed. These are perhaps the characteristics of great
comic theatre of any place or time. At any rate, such is the great comic theatre which
our friends have been showing us during the past couple of weeks. And I cannot
but think that, beyond the delight of the moment, such theatre will have a fructify
ing effect on the theatrical life of this country.

JOE MALOF

S&e 1R,etwwed ta *7&em
She their beast of love,
Hinting her easy gender,
Coy to precision, delightfully tendered
What she gave:
She walked in timbreled motions;
Or with harps, couched in her tent,
Robed her body in trembling scents
And pungent lotions;
Red-lipped in her lunar courses
Through pavilions that rustled desire,
She charmed the Elders with fluttering dances,
Made woman-glances,
She poured her breath on their manlike fires;
Consumed their forces.
But when the loves who sought her
Niceties turned, when they taught
Their sons the perpetual rites and bought
Them gifts from the Elders' daughters;
When she closed her oils and |>owders
And walked one night to the hushed borders
Of ancestral waters:
They had to carry their love
Lumped in heavy posture,
Transfigured by that whelming moisture
Oceans have.

GEORGE HEMPHILL

Mr. Ransom's Equilibrists
Better• .Than Plato's Philebus
(When Mr. Shavzin invited me to contribute to this Festschrift issue of Hi/{a I
remembered that it was Mr. Ransom's teaching that 1 carried with me to the
University of Minnesota in 1947, teaching that 1 felt I must make known to Pro
fessor Herbert Feigl, whose course in Philosophy of Science I was enrolled in.
Now since Mr. Feigl was an internationally famous member of the famous school
of Viennese positivists and I was a hrand new graduate student, 1 didn't feel that
I could say to him: Go read The World's Body, read Two Gentlemen in Bonds
and Chills and Fever, read God Without I hunder. 1 knew that Mr. Feigl had not
read any of these hooks. He had, however, read a book that Mr. Rice had led me
to read: Stephen Pepper's World Hypothesis. He respected the b<x>k without be
lieving a word of it. So I felt that if 1 could Ransomize Pepper, Mr. Feigl would
at least know where 1 stood on important matters. What follows—much modified—
is still, essentially, the argument 1 delivered to an undogmatic positivist nine years
ago.)
Knowledge is not knowledge unless it is conveyed in language. And it is not
obscurely metaphorical to say that if reality or the world is a mother or a matrix,
man or the user of language is a father, and linguistic constructions are their off
spring. So far so good. But the question often arises, Do all such constructions tell
the truth about the matrix? Obviously some do not. During the history of Western
civilization many men have achieved fame by denying what has lately been called
"cognitive value" to whole classes of construction. Apparently from patriotic motives
(one can see how the Peloponnesian wars might make artistic constructions a really
spendthrift luxury) Plato called the poets liars. As a logician Aristotle probably
believed that logical constructions stood a better chance of telling the truth about
the matrix than illogical ones (we know and he must have known too, however,
that the forms of validity may say nothing about the world) and Aristotle saw in
addition that the poet should not be run out so long as he can be put to the service
of the state. In the modern world Sir Philip Sidney does not exactly say that
scientific constructions lie, but he does say they are brazen where the constructions
of art are golden, and some of us would rather be called liars than brazen tellers
of the truth, or tellers of nothing but the brazen truth. And all the Romantic poets
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up to the present day, and not Romantic poets only but ordinary citizens terrified
by the developments of modern science, are on Sidney's side.
1 he two large classes of linguistic construction are those of art and those of
science. We give honorific titles to instances of each; titles to the former—poem,
masterpiece—that suggest permanence and indestructibility, titles to the latter—
theory, hypothesis, law—that suggest scope, grandeur, and power. Professor Pepper
has written of integrative' and "dispersive" world hypotheses, and perhaps there
is something in the human psyche corresponding to centripetal and centrifugal force
in matter. The scientist tries to account for as many phenomena as possible with
the fewest number of laws; ideally all phenomena with one law. But the artist tries
to exhibit as much of the world as he can. Maybe in Freud's terms this means that
the scientist as scientist kills the id, that the artist as artist kills the ego, but I
don t think so. We are never happy when we learn that a scientist was once so
much a scientist—I mean Dr. Oppenheimer not reading the newspapers and so
lorth—that he was less than a whole man, or that a poet occupied himself so
exclusively with appearing to the world in the way that the world expects poets to
appear that he ceased being a man as he had earlier ceased writing poems. I think
this is a partial account of the end of Dylan Thomas. Poets and scientists are not
different from anyone else in needing ids and egos alike.
Scientific law exists to tell us one kind of thing about the world, works of art
another. 1 see no reason to deny cognitive status to either. Science is like centripetal,
art like centrifugal force in nature:
And still we watch them spinning, orbited nice,
Nor are their flames more radiant than their ice.
1 hales says "all things are water"; he is looking for a controlling principle, a law;
he is the ancestor of Einstein. There is progress in science, because for some reason
it is possible for man to discover—and who knows if there is any end to this
possibility ?—laws of greater and greater generality. Einstein improved on Newton,
and although he did not live to improve on himself, with a Unified Field Theory,
we can expect someone to do this in the future. But Homer finds a law a trifle.
Unlike T hales he talks about a specific manifestation of water, say the sea. And
even sea by itself is too general a name for what he has seen, so he says loudsounding, or godly, or wine-dar\ sea. The motto of the integrative effort is Don't
visualize anything, and the motto of the dispersive effort is Visualize everything.
Unless I misread the Philebus of Plato there is nothing new about all this—nor
should there be. Plato had found four principles: the apeiron, which is like the
matrix I mentioned, and which is, properly speaking, nonexistent or useless; the
peras, which is like God the Father breathing upon the waters; mei/(ton, which is
like the constructions we have been talking about; and psyche, which for Plato is
the cause of the meikton, and which I thereby find nigh incomprehensible, but
which I can understand if I call it "judge of the construction." Now constructions,
or mixtures, can be arranged in a list so that peraticality increases as we read. For
example: hallucination, dream, wild talk, apocalyptic writing, poem, play, story,
metaphysics, historical writing, applied mathematics, logicomathematics, metasyntactics. If the list were extended it would incorporate a large part of the evidence
we have for entertaining the idea of reality; the other part is non-symbolic experi-
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ence—if such a thing is possible. And as I see it, every philosopher is setting up
as a psyche. The positivists damn part of the list, the Romantics another. Hegel
must damn everything except his own metaphysics. I may be wrong, but I doubt
if we can get along without most of the constructions in the list. It may be con
venient to doubt the evidence of indeterminacy when we are allying ourselves with
the integrative effort, and it may sometimes be to our advantage to scorn the
evidence of determinacy in the world (e.g., Train for ill, and not for good), but
1 can never see the point of dogmatism, to-wit: Only construction Q really exists.
The more human question to ask is: What good exactly is construction N?
But all this is put much better—more is said, and in a quite different way—
in The Equilibrists, which I referred to earlier, and which 1 did not ask Mr. Feigl
to read.

HOWARD NEMEROV

S*tcleyec4te
anecdote after Ortega y Gasset
Through my window and across the lawn
I look to Endegeeste, now an insane
Asylum, whence the elms lengthen their huge
Shadows, all afternoon, over my page.
In that same house, three hundred years gone out,
Lazy Descartes described the modern thought.
Now on his lawn the mindless come and go
In the State's hand, and the stately elms grow.
I live in a great and terrifying time,
As Descartes did. For us both the dream
Has turned like milk, and the straight, slender tree
Twisted at root and branch hysterically.
I keep my reasonable doubt as gay
As any—though on the lawn they seem to say,
Those patient, nodding heads, "sum, ergo sum.''
The elms' long shadows fall cold in my room.

JAMES WRIGHT

*76<e 0?icUtCeA4
I walked before the burdock fell,
To find my shadow leaning down.
Hung to a tree, a locust shell
Sang and deplored the falling sun.
A tramp in a red jacket rose
Out of the weeds to flush a bird;
I saw a sumac sway and gloze
The yellow slash across the wood.
Behind the sumac, orchard trees
Arranged the perfect forms in lines.
A farmer clambered, sacking these,
Paying the yellow fire no mind:
The whirl of boughs barren of globes,
The whore that flares and gives no birth,
But shivers when the year disrobes,
And drops cold fire into the earth.
So once a girl leaned in a door
And called the summer out of me;
I felt her body shake an hour
As shadow blows the fruit away.
All night I stood across the street
To see her pull the darkened blind;
Then walked away on easy feet,
Paying the yellow fire no mind.

PHILIP
FOUR

BLAIR

RICE

SKETCHES

On January 25, 1956, Philip Blair Rice died. We would like to
express our feelings for the tragic fact of his death by repeating
an expression from his book, On the Knowledge of Good and
Evil, which was. What a terrible and wonderful thing man is.
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ALAN SHAVZIN

On t&e *De<zt6< flames
Flushed with the speed of careen
the hurl of the catapult-reach
he pushed, to flatten the sun
Young in his proving to live
with serious fire he strode
to plunder the high god-vault
White shot the turning glare
causing him madly to spin
and tremble a while through the sky
Harrowed and gone, he was
one who could kindle a blast
when his finger fell, would force
life to shudder and burn
in a shrug or stare, crying
to pierce Death in his duel
One raw torch that flamed
grew a thousand fresh stars
which no fine acid may quell.

'Dean

ALAN SHAVZIN

<ut t&e decent V%cutUatio*t
<*£ 7/tcuczice UttiCCa
Maurice Utrillo of special scope
Carefully smeared his colors to cope
With the ineffable heliotrope.
From white the quiet color-line
Drawn to distinguished white design
Showed his concern to re-define.
He knew motley exteriors,
Manipulated different doors,
Avoiding all the glinting cores.
Shading, his primal excellence,
Blended the visual events
Into a pillow for the Sense.
Gutter-muddle of the street
Transformed into a color-heat,
Rhythmically turned, in painted feet.
Working with warm orange stain
He dazzled chimneys in the rain,
And took a sip to stop the pain.
Apotheosis of sketch and jot
Excuses what Utrillo's not,
Now he has taken to the cot.
Poisoned by his wife and wine
He sped into his attic mine
And dug out oil and squeezed his vine.
Plastering his walls with white—
Fifty pinks in shifting light—
Until he teetered into Night
Maurice Utrillo plied his paint,
Quaffed to cover his complaint—
Now softly sleeps like a martyr-saint.

ARTHUR MIZENER

Which Is the Wiser Here?

In an age when the subjects of politics and sex seem to us the essence of reality
and when we habitually turn for wisdom on them to the magnificent rational dis
course which has developed out of renaissance humanism, it may be worth remind
ing ourselves that this was not the whole wisdom of our ancestors, whether they
thought as historians or as poets.
In Thucydides' Peloponnesian Wars, for example, we live through the whole
process of Athens' disastrous defeat. We know what happened: Thucydides' powers
for clear narrative representation are crucial to his success. But above all we know
the experience of the participants. Thucydides gives us their speeches, and as we
listen to them, we get much more than policies and consequences; we live through
the lives which brought the participants to the attitudes they take. We know the
lifetime of authority and the habit of command, the proud—and alas misplaced—
confidence in the moral toughness of Athens behind Pericles' brilliant but testing
policy. We see the lifetime of indulgence—by himself and others—for a charming
and brilliant man behind Alcibiades' conduct. Thucydides clearly has his own
opinions of the meaning of Athens' experience; it is a wise rational judgment. But
it is less important ultimately than his power of making us see the experience's
human meaning for ourselves by making us live through the long war again and
feel the tragic necessity, even, in some sense, the Tightness of the end's being
what it is.
Every great historian writes this way. So does every great poet. The difference
between 1 hucydides and Shakespeare, for example, is a difference of degree, not
of ultimate intention. Thucydides is concerned with what Aristotle called The
Possible, the poet with what he called The Probable. The meaning of the historian's
work is a meaning which was, in one way or another, in a set of events that actually
happened. T he meaning of the poet's work is in a set of events that might well
have happened but in literal fact did not. The poet has more freedom to emphasize
the meaning of his events than has the historian, because poetry's events have only
to be probable but history's have actually to have happened.
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Everybody recognizes history's advantage in dealing with actual events. Poetry
sacrifices considerable immediacy by dealing with the probable instead of the
actual, since the probable depends, not on the way things did happen, but on the
general notions of any period as to the way they usually happen. These general
notions change from time to time, so that with any literature more than perhaps
fifty years old, we have to make certain mental adjustments in order to accept the
happenings as probable, our notions of the probable being different from those
w Inch existed when the work was written. This is certainly clear enough; what
is possibly not so clear is the advantage poetry gains by making this sacrifice, the
opportunity to develop in full the meaning of the lived experience of its occasion.
In the plays of Shakespeare's second period, especially in Julius Caesar and
Hamlet, Coriolanus and Measure for Measure, there is something very puzzling.
Like us, Shakespeare appears to be preoccupied with politics and sex, or at least
to feel that by saying something pertinent about them he will be getting at the
essential meaning of experience. The puzzle is that every time you think you have
caught him out expressing a straightforward and, as we say, "sensible" opinion on
one ot these subjects, he slips away, turns up on the side of the opposite opinion
or, anyhow, asking excessively hard questions about the opinion we have just
accepted.
Brutus in Julius Caesar is surely the model, responsible, thoughtful politician,
whereas Antony and Cassius are impassioned, prejudiced, and frequently unscrupulous. 't et there is clearly something wrong with Brutus. He seems to suffer from
a fault of innocence, a failure to understand the use and value of passions and
loyalties, not because he thinks them evil or does not feel them hut because his
heart is underdeveloped and he distrusts it. His innocence is some sort of emotional
and imaginative ignorance. Brutus is always right, morally speaking; you cannot
in principle side with either Antony or Cassius against him for a minute. Yet some
how or other he is wrong, as if his correctness were what Milton called in a
famous passage, "a fugitive and cloistered virtue, unexercised and unbreathed, that
never sallies out and sees her adversary, hut slinks out of the race, where that
immortal garland is to be run for, not without dust and heat." Brutus tries, with
pathetic bravery, to sally out, only to be choked to death by the dust and heat, the
ugly practicalities of finance and strategy.
As one hesitates between Brutus and his opposites, one is driven to the attitude
of the Judge in Measure for Measure who, having listened to the confusing tales
of the constable and his prisoner, finally throws his hands in the air and cries,
Which is the wiser here? Justice or Iniquity? Is this true?" For if Brutus in his
righteousness and ignorance is not wise, neither are Cassius and Antony in their
unscrupulous and skilful execution of policies which serve their impassioned loyal
ties. Just as Julius Caesar seems to come to this puzzling conclusion about political
life, so Measure for Measure seems to about sex.
Here the parallel between Shakespeare's time and ours is perhaps not so close,
lor no one in Shakespeare's time rose to the heights of Dr. Kinsey in his argument.
In Measure for Measure the lax morals of Vienna have bred a disorderly and dis
honorable world. There seems to be little to be said for this world, and vet one of
its admirable people turns out to be Pompey the Pimp. And even Lucio, the
courtier who lives, as he says, "according to the trick," and is a man who knows
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which side his bread is buttered on—or thinks he does and how to live the life
of pleasure without paying for it—even Lucio is an inescapably charming fellow,
a man whose jokes, if always a little bawdy, are irresistibly funny, and a man who
is more genuinely moved by the purity of Isabella than anyone else in the pta\.
Lucio stands in striking contrast to Angelo, the pure man as his name implies,
who undertakes the extirpation of vice in Vienna with a firm sense of doing the
Lord's work. Only, when that same Isabella whose innocence has so deeply moved
Lucio comes to Angelo to beg for her brother's life, her innocence arouses in Angelo
such lust that he will free Isabella's brother only if she will yield to him. And yet,
as we watch Angelo struggling with this horrible temptation, of a kind he had
never felt before at all, we are touched by him. "Ever till now,/When men were
fond, I smiled and wondered how," he says pathetically. Now, alas, he understands
their fondness and his own all too well, and it is hard not to believe he is not in
some sense a better man for being so very bad a one, or, as Marianne puts it at
the end of the play,
They say best men are molded out of faults,
And, for the most, become much more the better
For being a little bad.
If the world is a place in which to be right in the ordinary everyday sense in
which Hrutus and Angelo are right is to be always potentially bad and harmful
and often actually so, in which to be wrong in the ordinary sense as Antony and
Lucio are is to be potentially good and often actually so, the world is a more
puzzling place than sense, however refined, can say. For when we are made in
this way to imagine the full human experience of politics and sex, we are driven
to grasp a puzzle, that idealism and innocence are somehow involved with a human
deficiency which can only be made up by the acquisition of an understanding in
compatible with simple idealism and innocence. No doubt this is only another way
of saying, as Milton said in the passage I quoted from a moment ago, that "this
is the doom which Adam fell into of knowing good and evil, that is to say of
knowing good by evil. In any event, once we have grasped it, the important question
becomes whether Justice or Iniquity is the wiser here.

RALPH TREITEL

/4 7R<MHH> i*t t&e 'SacA
a 'ytyouae
in a strange garden,
strange, you see,
unfriendly and cluttered,
because he never saw it
or should have seen
soft and sweet
but
let that be
forgotten, forget it,
for there is a tree with,
like a woman with soft ripe shapes,
gold and glittering fruit
such as you might expect
in a toad's dream
or the women's bathhouse
like the first man
when he met God's finger
was dressed in the scarlet complexion
he plucks, he
gorges over his lips
the soft meat and the sweet juice
then,then
the garden sighs
and soft and sweet taste like sin
or a belt's buckle
when whispers and hisses
hidden in bushes
that he shouldn't, but didn't,
shouldn't even
think of such a thing.

JOE MALOF

'Value
Since blood is only like cushion springs
Coiled around my heart,
I will paste my love on outward things
And not that inward part.
My heart has sometimes rumored sin,
Converted my flesh to stone,
But since it hides beneath the skin
I love the flesh alone.
Upon a time my heart will split,
Spilling its volume over each part,
And then my ghostly derelict
Will love a spirit heart.

RALPH TREITEL
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i.
In the center of the room he stood
and raged
and took up a book and flung it
in a corner.
We, we placed our fingers over our eyes
And blushed as if into the room had stepped
The gentle maid we seduced last night,
Who did not realize—
Unseemly wept and wept;
Obscene in the immaculate daylight.

ii.
What is the matter with you, he said,
A scowling little boy
digging and prying open a dead
Inflexible frog with his tweezers.
The matter with me? with me do you say?
Why must you act like this!
And he gripped me fast, fast at bay
Like something at night running
Beneath my bed, or perhaps running out of it.
What did I say, did I say—
Am I acting? me? O no not a bit.
O You! You—his veins were black and ringing,
And, frightened, I smiled and stiffened
As he stretched for the gem of my being.
iii.
Unshaven he entered my tidy room
Squeezing and juggled and squeezed
A rubber ball; then sweetly proceeded
To bounce it against the wall.
Indifferent to what was said, he said,
What do men live with other than bread ?
They live with disease, I said.
He smirked but his eyes were angry
Like the penetrating pinprick
of a surgeon's look
and he said he could see
how they live with bread since it nourishes,
but why do men live with disease?
Although the question wasn't the question,
Wasn't the question at all, I—
O everything they want besides bread
Is disease.
The stolid beetle upturned on its back
Must feel itself a monstrous fool:
I looked up from my place, but for good
My guest had gone; and without his jewel.

Sheffield, England
26th Nov./55
HIKA
Kcnvon College
The only thing 1 can think of to send the number honouring John Crowe
Ransom, now that I don't seem to be writing poetry, is pretty trivial but maybe
has the curiosity value that people like for such an occasion, and at least wouldn't
send it anywhere else. It is a verse which I cut out from my poem Bacchus, meant
to follow the verse saying the lady came calling out up my stairs when drunk:
One cut as seizin from the turf the cross
Whose arch of branches are the best for fire.
And made a fire enter their flue of cloud
Who swallow into vaults a double cross;
And all the flounces of the trees made arches
Whose differed branches were the first despair
With which the raptured Adam could not cope;
And like a cow over the moon to fiddles
We leapt in turn across the cope of fire.
I his had happened at school, 1 should think after a final

Speech Day, and had

stuck in my head as a dramatic event; but if you undertake to say what the con
nections are in the notes it does become too hard to pretend that this one has any
sensible connection. I expect 1 was right to take it out, but I remember it because
I have gone on having a suspicion it ought to have stayed in. Maybe it comes under
the head of "texture" as against "structure "; Ransom has always been rather firm
there, in saying that a poem may just as well have a few extras in.
When I came to have some experience of his decisions, in a slight way, I got
to realize that he is a very strong character.
WILLIAM EMPSON
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